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TOWN OF NANTUCKET

BOARD OF APPEALS
NANTUCKET, MA 02554

STAFF REPORT
Date: May 8, 2019
To:
1

Zoning Board of Appeals

From: Eleanor W. Antonietti
Zoning Administrator
Re:

May 9, 2019

I. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES:
Pages 6 - 13  April 11, 2019 – Regular Meeting
II. OLD BUSINESS (CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARINGS AND VOTES MAY TAKEN):
 76-11
Sachems Path Nantucket, LLC
Sachems Path 40B
Vote
to
release
$50,000
Landscape
Security
Escrow
being
held
by the Town pursuant to
Pages 15 - 63
Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 41, Section 81U (¶7)(2), and as required by Condition F.4(g)
of the Comprehensive Permit, as amended and restated.
This is a simple request to release a $50,000 escrow delivered to and held by the Town to satisfy
Section III(F) (Conditions), Condition 4(g) which states in pertinent part:
Prior to submitting an application for a building permit for the first lot, the Applicant shall submit the
following information and/or plans to the Zoning Enforcement Officer for review for consistency with the
Comprehensive Permit, the Applicant’s representations to the Board during the Public Hearing and the
materials submitted by the Applicant into the record of the Public Hearing:
[…]
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Final Landscape and Planting Plan, prepared by a Registered Landscape
Architect, including a planting schedule identifying species, sizes, quantities of
trees and other plant materials, and planting details. The Applicant shall also
provide a landscaping security escrow in the amount of $50,000.00 to be held by the

Town of Nantucket , pursuant to G.L. c.41, §81U(par.7)(2). The Landscaping and Planting Plan
shall not include pitch pines and shall state that trees will be minimum four-inch caliper. The
Applicant may provide evidence to the Zoning Enforcement Officer of a bond in the amount of
$50,000.00 as security for the completion of all landscape improvements, after which event all of the
cash escrow shall be returned to the Applicant, and such bond shall remain in place until all homes have
been constructed in the Subdivision. The terms of the bond and the bond issuer must be acceptable to
the Zoning Enforcement Officer.
Town Engineer Ed Pesce will be present at the meeting to give an overview of the progress to date
and status of the project. A Horsley Witten Engineer sent a voluminous “Close Out Report” to
Staff. Kevin Maguire’s cover letter and the pertinent portion of the “Close Out Report” are included
in the Packet on Pages 16-36.
 23-18
Adam Ross and Emma Ross
50 Okorwaw Avenue
Beaudette
Sitting ET SM LB MJO JM At table: MP GT
Action Deadline May 31, 2019
Pages 64 - 66
REQUEST TO CONTINUE, WITHOUT OPENING, TO JUNE 13, 2019
 06-19
Victor P. Haley
94 Orange Street
Cohen
Action Deadline July 10, 2019
Sitting ET SM LB KK GT At table: JM
Applicant is requesting relief by Special Permit pursuant to Nantucket Zoning By-law Section 1392
33.A, to alter and expand a pre-existing nonconforming dwelling in order to build a 2 story addition.
The existing ground cover will be expanded by approximately 194 sq. ft. as a result of the enclosure
Pages 67 - 100 of an existing deck, yielding a total proposed ground cover ratio of 34% where 50% is allowed.
While the expansion will result in a vertical extension of the setback intrusion on the north
elevation, the structure will be no closer to the northerly lot line than existing. To the extent
necessary, Applicant further seeks rescission of prior relief (ZBA File No.s 021-80 and 071-97)
granted in connection with the now abandoned commercial ‘guest house’ use to recognize the
exclusively residential uses upon the Locus. Locus, an undersized lot of record, is situated at 94
Orange Street, shown on Assessor’s Map 55.1.4 as Parcel 47 and upon Plan File 51-P. Evidence of
owner’s title is recorded in Book 1456, Page 28 on file at the Nantucket County Registry of Deeds.
The site is zoned Residential Old Historic (ROH).
FROM PRIOR STAFF REPORT:
The project, an extension of a pre-existing setback nonconformity without making the
nonconformity worse, consists of a 2-story addition resulting in a vertical expansion within the
northerly side yard setback. Specifically, a portion of an existing deck will be enclosed and expanded
upward, with slight expansion of the footprint on the east elevation. The portion of the existing
deck which straddles the northerly lot line will be removed, thus curing that particular
encroachment onto the abutting property. The HDC approved the project in early February (COA
No. 71910). Per the approved HDC plans (See Pages 75-78), the purpose of the addition is
kitchen/laundry on the 1st floor and bathroom, storage, and sunroom on the 2nd floor.
There is prior relief for the circa-1834 structure, which was formerly operated as a Guest House
(known as the “Starbuck House” and/or Stumble Inn”). By virtue of this requested rescission of
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prior relief (See Pages 88-95) and approval of the application, the Locus and structure will be
formally converted to residential use only (although applicant maintains that it has been exclusively
residential since 2001 as a result of a transfer from the Inn operating owner(s) to a new owner), thus
officially curing the nonconforming commercial use in a residential district.
The Locus is an undersized lot of record, containing approximately 4,208 SF where minimum lot
size is 5,000 SF and having 37’ of frontage where minimum frontage is 50’. Existing and proposed
conditions are shown on plans on Pages 73-74, respectively. The Locus is improved with a 979 SF
DU and a 247 SF “cottage studio”, for a total ground cover of 1,226 SF or a GCR of 29.1%. The
larger structure is pre-existing nonconforming as to northerly side yard setback, with a portion of
the north elevation’s main mass and a deck encroaching over the shared lot line with 90 Orange St.
The existing main DU will be expanded by approximately 194± SF, resulting in a total proposed
ground cover of 1,420± SF, or a GCR of 34%. The addition will be sited no closer to the lot line
than the existing structure, although a portion of it will be within the 5’ setback area.
[Incidentally, if relief were to be issued and if work for a validly issued Bldg. Permit in connection
with the relief was commenced prior to July 1, 2019, the Locus would be eligible for up to 50%
GCR resulting in maximum allowable Ground Cover of 2,104± SF. Subsequently, 40% would yield
1,683± SF. By virtue of unanimous passage of Article 47 at the 2019 ATM, the GCR in the ROH
district is reduced from 50% to 40%. (According to the Planning Board report, “Research
completed by the Planning staff confirmed that the existing ground cover of most of the 1,300+
properties in the ROH district is well under 40%, and that very few properties will become preexisting nonconforming.”)]
3

Given the increased massing and relative proximity to adjacent structures, the Board may want to
confirm whether or not foundation work or any type of excavation or shoring will take place. No
basement is shown on the plans. If yes, construction protocols may be warranted. Furthermore, a
construction moratorium for hardscaping and exterior construction in connection with the relief
granted should be imposed from Memorial Day to Labor Day.
UPDATED STAFF REPORT
The IPH was on 4/11. After taking testimony from applicant’s legal representative, the Board was
not inclined to grant the requested relief. The consensus was that the work could be done outside of
the setback and that there is adequate room on the other side and to the rear of the DU for the
expansion which would preclude an increase of massing within the setback. There is no foundation
plan, just a crawl space and the deck has no walls. They asked that the applicant validate the
assertion that the encroaching deck has been so sited since prior to 1972 and is therefore legally and
validly pre-existing nonconforming. The deck as it exists today is not shown on the record plan
(1985 Josiah Barrett survey on Page 98).
After the IPH, the legal representative for the applicant submitted a copy of a 1923 Sanborn Map;
Sheet 13 (Page 105 of Packet) on which the deck appears more or less as it exists today.
Staff consulted the GIS Aerials going back as far as 1998 but due to the ROH density of the area,
one cannot zoom in sufficiently to definitively detect the footprint. Staff consulted Google Earth
which has a function that allows the viewer to see back as far as 1995 but the visibility/resolution of
the image is not crisp until 2010 when the deck is clearly shown. Staff consulted the Building Dept.
and HDC files. The oldest site plan in either file is a Mortgage Plot Plan by Chip Hart dated January
1998. There is a step/stoop but no deck. The deck shows up on a “Building Location Plan”
prepared by Blackwell in February 2004 – likely prepared in connection with a CO issued in 2006
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for work applied for in 2004. Staff has included the various Bldg. Permits, COs, and the abovereferenced plans at the end of this report.
Pursuant to M.G.L. 40.A SECTION 7: ENFORCEMENT OF ZONING REGULATIONS; VIOLATIONS;
PENALTIES; JURISDICTION OF SUPERIOR COURT:

If real property has been improved by the erection or alteration of 1 or more structures and
the structures or alterations have been in existence for a period of at least 10 years and no
notice of an action, suit or proceeding as to an alleged violation of this chapter or of an
ordinance or by-law adopted under this chapter has been recorded in the registry of deeds

for the county or district in which the real estate is located or, in the case of registered land, has been filed in the registry
district in which the land is located within a period of 10 years from the date the structures were

erected, then the structures shall be deemed, for zoning purposes, to be legally nonconforming structures subject to section 6 and any local ordinance or by-law relating to non-conforming

structures.
And in Nantucket By-law Section 139-33.A-PREEXISTING, NONCONFORMING USES, STRUCTURES,
AND USES:
This section shall apply to uses, structures, and lots that were either in existence prior to the adoption of the Zoning
Bylaw or lawfully allowed or permitted at some point in time after the adoption of the Zoning Bylaw and no longer
meet minimum zoning requirements or are now prohibited. If real property has been improved by the

erection or alteration of one or more structures and the structures or alterations have been in
existence for a period of at least 10 years and no notice of an action, suit or proceeding as to
an alleged violation of this chapter or of an ordinance or bylaw adopted under this chapter
has been recorded in the Registry of Deeds for the county or district in which the real estate is located or,
in the case of registered land, has been filed in the Registry District in which the land is located within a period of
10 years from the date the structures were erected, then the structures shall be deemed, for
zoning purposes, to be legally nonconforming structures subject to MGL c. 40A, § 6 and any
other provisions of this bylaw relating to nonconforming structures. Further, a use of land
and/or lots and construction of structures shall be exempt from this chapter provided that a
building or special permit was issued before the first publication of notice of the public
hearing to change zoning as it may apply, pursuant to MGL c. 40A, § 5, as may be amended
from time to time.
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As such, a CO was issued in 2006 for a structure shown on a 2004 Building Location Plan with the
deck as it exists today. Therefore, it falls within the provisions of the above referenced statutes.

III.

NEW BUSINESS (INITIAL PUBLIC HEARINGS AND VOTES MAY BE TAKEN):

 03-19
Estate of Nikki S. Toole; Edward S. Toole, Tr., ECMJ Nominee Trust; Sarah F. Alger,
Tr.,
15
Sandsbury
Nominee Trust
11, 13, and 15 Sandsbury Road
Alger
Pages 107 - 108
REQUEST TO WITHDRAW WITHOUT PREJUDICE
 08-19
Martin T. Long, Trustee, Martin T. Long Revocable Trust & Frances E. Long, Trustee,
Frances E. Long Revocable Trust
100 Quidnet Road
Glidden
Action
Deadline
August
7,
2019
CONFLICTS:
ET
LB
MJO
Pages 109 - 129
Applicant is requesting Special Permit relief pursuant to Zoning By-law Section 139-16.C(1) to
reduce the 10’ side yard setback to 5’. In the alternative, applicant requests relief pursuant to Section
139-16.C(2) to validate an unintentional setback intrusion not greater than 5’ into a required yard
and not closer than 4’ from a lot line. Varying and discrepant plans show the structure to be either a
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compliant 10.4’± from the southerly side yard lot line or as close as 9’±. Locus is situated at 100
Quidnet Road, shown on Assessor’s Map 21 as Parcel 73 and as Lot 40 upon Land Court Plan
8506-C. Evidence of owners’ title is registered on Certificate of Title No. 23478 at the Nantucket
County District of the Land Court. The site is zoned Residential Twenty (R-20).
When M/M Long built their house circa 2008-2009, their surveyor, Bob Emack used a 1945 Land
Court plan for monuments which led him to site the house no closer than 10.4’ from the northerly
side yard lot line, abutting “Beach Road”, as shown upon As-Built Plot Plan on Page 115. In
reliance upon this earlier survey, the owner was issued a CO for Bldg. Permit # 125-08 in 2009
(Page 119). Per explanation of Atty. Glidden, legal representative for the applicant, M/M Long are
selling their property. The prospective buyer hired Art Gasparro to do a new survey to confirm that
there were no zoning issues. Gasparro prepared a plan (Page 114) using a 1980 LC plan to establish
the monuments upon which his plan is predicated. As a result, his plan shows the existing house to
be as close as 9’ from the northerly lot line, in the R-20 district where minimum setback is 10’.
Pursuant to Section 139-16.C(1):
The Board of Appeals may grant a special permit to reduce the ten-foot side yard setback in R-5
and the ten-foot side and rear yard setback in R-10, SR-10, R-20 and SR-20 to five feet.
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In response to a concern expressed by an abutter (See Pages 127-129), Atty. Glidden maintains that
there is no intention to build any additions or construct anything in the reduced side yard set-back.
The only purpose is to cure any possible issues with the existing house based on these conflicting
surveys. In connection with this assertion, Atty. Glidden suggested that the ZBA grant the relief
subject to a condition that no new structures may be placed or erected within this reduced setback.
Staff recommends approval with the standard condition that no further expansion shall take place
within the 10’ setback without further relief from the Board.

 09-19
Andres J. Recoder & Isabelle Schiavi
22 Bassett Road
Brescher
Action Deadline August 7, 2019
CONFLICTS: NONE KNOWN
Applicant is requesting relief by Special Permit pursuant to Zoning By-law Section 139-33.A, to
Pages 130 - 163 allow an extension, alteration, or change in the pre-existing nonconforming ground cover. The
property, improved with two dwellings and a barn, is also pre-existing nonconforming as to frontage
and setback. To the extent necessary, Applicant seeks to modify relief granted to prior owner in
2002 (ZBA File No. 064-02) which permitted a ground cover of up to 6,539 SF for a Ground Cover
Ratio (“GCR”) of 5.13% where maximum allowed is 3% of the lot area of 127,414± SF. However,
when the work authorized in part by the 2002 Special Permit was completed, the resulting overall
ground cover was less than that proposed. Therefore, the existing nonconforming ground cover is
6,207± SF, for a GCR of roughly 4.9%. Applicant proposes to enlarge one of the dwellings which
will result in a net increase of 257± SF for an overall ground cover of 6,464± SF or a GCR of
5.07%. Locus is situated at 22 Bassett Road, shown on Assessor’s Map 26 as Parcel 46 and upon
Land Court Plan 37002-A. Evidence of owners’ title is registered on Certificate of Title No. 21554
at the Nantucket County District of the Land Court. The site is zoned Limited Use General Three
(LUG-3).
This Application was initially presented for Zoning Administrator relief but the ZA made the
finding that it would be more appropriate to have this undergo a public hearing and scrutiny by the
full Board given the prior history of the Locus and the type of relief being requested.
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CURRENT ZONING: LUG-3 per Proposed Site Plan

 Minimum Lot Size: 120,000 SF (40,000 SF/LUG-1)
o Existing Lot size = 127,414 SF
 Minimum Frontage: 200 SF (100 SF/LUG-1)
o Existing Frontage = 106.12’ **See note below
 Frontyard setback: 35’ (35’ /LUG-1)
o 273.9’
 Side & Rear Setback: 20’ (10’/LUG-1)
o Existing Northerly Side 12.2’
o Existing Southwesterly Side/Rear 24.1’
 Max. Allowable GCR: 3% (7%/LUG-1) = 3,822 SF (8,919 SF/ LUG-1))
o Existing GCR: 4.89% = 6,207 SF
 Barn w/ attached shed = 2,596 SF
 DU = 1,892 SF
 Cottage = 1,719 SF

AS BUILT SURVEYS: Included at the end of this report
1. 11/26/1996 – As- Built Plot Plan; LUG-3
2. 7/2/1999 – Plot Plan; Shugrue; LUG-1 ?
3. 3/27/2002 – Plot Plan; Shugrue; LUG-3
4. 3/5/2009 – As Built Plot Plan; Santos; LUG-3

6

ZBA History:
1.
File No. 064-02 – Special Permit relief granted for reallocation of 733 SF of Ground
Cover from to be demolished pole barn to DU – PH opened on 9/12/2002 and closed
on 6/11/2004 – Doc. 108500 recorded 8/6/2004 Pages 137-142 of Packet
2.
File No. 062-06 – 1-year extension of 2002 permit from expiration on 8/4/2006 to
8/4/2007 – DENIED Included at the end of this report
Bldg. Permit #1235-06 Materials from the Bldg. Dept. file ncluded at the end of this report – originally issued 8/4/2006,
as amended on 1/19/2007, as amended further amended on 12/4/2018 followed by a
denial of said amendment by the ZEO on 12/17/2018.
** As shown on the Land Court Plan on Page 163, the lot technically has 368’ of frontage onto the

unimproved Proprietors Way shown as “West Quaise Road” to the west (and south) of this 10sided lot. This road has in fact been approved for Acquisition and Disposition via the “Yard Sale”
program by virtue of passage of Articles 108 & 109 at the 2017 ATM. However, the taking has not
yet occurred. Included at the end of this report
As shown on Proposed Conditions plan on Page 136, the present proposal is to build a 166 SF
screened-in porch on the south elevation of the 1,892 SF DU and to build a 91 SF bump out
addition on the north elevation, for an expansion of roughly 257 SF. The overall square footage of
the Locus will increase from 6,207 SF (4.89% GCR) to 6,464 SF (5.07% GCR), less than the 6,539
SF (5.13% GCR) which was approved in the 2002 Special Permit.
The Board could either modify the existing 2002 Special Permit or issue a new Special Permit using
the existing conditions as the new GCR baseline.
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The latter would be granted pursuant to EITHER:
Section 139-33.A(2)
An extension, alteration, or change to an existing structure or a new structure that will result in an increase in the preexisting nonconforming ground cover ratio of a lot may be allowed through the issuance of a special permit, provided that
the special permit granting authority makes the following findings:
(a)
The increase in ground cover ratio will not be substantially more detrimental to the neighborhood than the
existing nonconformity;
(b)
The resulting ground cover ratio is consistent with the character of the surrounding neighborhood; and
(c)
The extension, alteration, or change to the existing structure or the new structure is conforming to other
dimensional requirements of this chapter.
OR
Section 139-33.A(4)
Removal and reconstruction of any or all of the preexisting nonconforming structure(s), or any portion(s) thereof, in excess
of the permitted ground cover ratio upon a lot, shall be allowed by special permit, provided that:
(a)
Such special permit shall have been issued prior to the removal of the preexisting nonconforming structure(s), or
any portion(s) thereof;
(b)
(Reserved)
(c)
All reconstructed structure(s), or portion(s) thereof, shall conform to all applicable front, rear and side yard
setback requirements; unless relief is granted under separate provisions of this chapter; and
(d)
The special permit granting authority shall have made the finding that the result of the proposed removal and
reconstruction shall not be substantially more detrimental to the neighborhood than the existing nonconforming structure
and/or use.
 10-19
Rock D. Gonnella, Trustee, North Nom. Tr.
73 Easton St.
Nathan Barber
Action Deadline July 19, 2019
CONFLICTS: NONE KNOWN
Applicant is requesting relief by Variance pursuant to Zoning By-law Section 139-32 for a waiver
from the 5’ side yard setback provision in Section 139-16 in order to validate the placement of an
outdoor
shower, a portion of which is sited as close as 2.4’from the easterly lot line. Locus is
Pages 164 - 186
otherwise dimensionally conforming to the provisions of the Zoning By-law. Locus is situated at 73
Easton Street, is shown on Assessor’s Map 42.4.1 as Parcel 109 and as Lot 5 upon Plan No. 03-57.
Evidence of owner’s title is recorded in Book 1343, Page 84 on file at the Nantucket County
Registry of Deeds. The site is zoned Residential Old Historic (ROH).
7

Applicant is seeking relief by Variance in order to validate the placement of an outdoor shower
within the required 5’ side yard setback area. The shower, sited as close as 2.4’ from the easterly lot
line, is considered a structure because it has a platform base. Without that feature, it would be
considered a fence, which would be exempt from setback requirements. It was constructed as part
of an overall renovation and addition to the existing structure on the east side. The lot and the
remainder of the DU are otherwise conforming to all dimensional requirements.
As stated in the Addendum, “The platform was placed under the shower to prevent it from sitting
in standing water as the area is documented to be extremely wet with a large wetland area to the rear
of the former Point Breeze cottages. Had the mahogany posts been placed into the wet ground with
a high water table the structure would have rotted very quickly. The contractor was unaware of the
nuance of platform counting for setback and no platform not counting for setback. There is no
other location on the lot that the shower could have been placed due to the other exterior features
as well as the fact that, like all of the cottages in that area, this dwelling is elevated to be above the
flooding that occurs there.”
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The Building Department based the issuance of Building Permit #1737-17 (see Pages 172-178) on
approved HDC plans (See Page 171). At no time was the Contractor aware that the ODS would be
noncompliant until he sought a CO for the project. The Contractor did the work based upon a floor
plan, submitted to the Bldg. Dept. for review, for accurate measurements. “The Building
Department review did not note the shower as an issue at that time. Had that been done, the matter
would have been addressed at that time, not at the end of construction. The decking and posts are
integrated so it is not a simple matter of removing the decking in order to have the shower
enclosure not count for setback. In addition, if the platform is removed, the users of the shower will
be standing in standing water and mud.”
VARIANCE CRITERIA
The decision would have to meet the threshold (established by MGL 40.A § 10 and locally per Section 13932.A) which requires that the Board:
[…] specifically finds that owing to circumstances relating to soil conditions, shape or topography of such land or
structures but not affecting generally the zoning district in which it is located, a literal enforcement of the provisions of this
chapter would involve substantial hardship, financial or otherwise, to the petitioner or appellant, and the desirable relief may be
granted without substantial detriment to the public good and without nullifying or substantially derogating from the intent or
purpose of such bylaw.
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“There is substantial historical documentation that the soil in this area is wet with a high water table.
This is further evidenced by the elevated first floor levels of the cottages that were formerly all on
the same lot when the hotel owned them prior to them being sold out of common ownership. In
addition, the lot has an irregular shape. When a previous owner of the Nantucket Hotel sold off
most of the former rental cottages associated with the former adjacent Gordon Folger Hotel, the lot
lines in this specific section were made irregular to accommodate said subdivision and the existing
placement of the cottages. This made additions and placement of the shower more challenging.
This irregularity gives rise to an argument of topography of structure also contributed to the
placement of the shower.”
An Order of Conditions recorded at Book 1604 Page 208 – included at the end of this report – was
granted in connection with the project in 2017. The ODS is shown on the Site Plan prepared for the
Notice of Intent.
If the Board is inclined to grant the requested relief by Variance in order to validate the As-Built
ODS, said relief should be subject to the condition that no further expansion within the easterly side
yard setback take place without further relief from the Board.

 11-19
Cynthia M. Cassano, Trustee, Doris Murray Trust (Owner) and Randolph G. Sharp, Jr.,
Trustee, Randolph G. Sharp, Jr. Trust (Applicant)
76 Polpis Road
Cohen
Action Deadline August 7, 2019
CONFLICTS: NONE KNOWN
Pages 187 - 196 Applicant is requesting relief by Special Permit pursuant to Zoning By-law Section 139-33(A)4 in
order to demolish a pre-existing nonconforming structure having 2,293± SF for a ground cover
ratio of 3.6% where 3.0% is allowed, and to replace it with a new structure that retains the
nonconforming ground cover ratio. Locus is situated at 76 Polpis Road, shown on Assessor’s Map
43 as Parcel 177 and as Lot 2 upon Plan Book 19, Page 126. Evidence of owner’s title is recorded in
Book 1496, Page 192 on file at the Nantucket County Registry of Deeds. The site is zoned Limit
Use General-3 (LUG-3).
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The Applicant proposes to remove an existing structure which is currently slated to be moved
before the Over The Road permit prohibition kicks in in mid-June. It is said that it will be
refurbished in a new location as a covenant home.
The Applicant proposes to replace the existing 2,293 SF DU with a new DU which will retain the
same ground cover. The Locus is an undersized corner lot of record, having undergone a change of
zoning from LUG-1 to LUG-3. The lot contains 63,146 SF where 120,000 SF is minimum lot area.
The maximum allowable ground cover would be either 3%, which in this case would be 1,894 SF, or
2,000 SF pursuant to Section 139-33.E(1)(b) – whichever is greater. When the DU was constructed,
circa 1984, the lot was zoned LUG-1 where allowable ground cover was 7%, which in this case
would have been 4,420 SF.
The relief is requested pursuant to 139-33.A(4) :
Removal and reconstruction of any or all of the preexisting nonconforming structure(s), or any
portion(s) thereof, in excess of the permitted ground cover ratio upon a lot, shall be allowed by special
permit, provided that:
(a)
Such special permit shall have been issued prior to the removal of the
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preexisting nonconforming structure(s), or any portion(s) thereof;
(b)
(Reserved)
(c)
All reconstructed structure(s), or portion(s) thereof, shall conform to all
applicable front, rear and side yard setback requirements; unless relief is granted under
separate provisions of this chapter; and
(d)
The special permit granting authority shall have made the finding that the result
of the proposed removal and reconstruction shall not be substantially more detrimental
to the neighborhood than the existing nonconforming structure and/or use.

Staff recommends approval. The proposed replacement DU, shown on Page 193, contains roughly
2,200 SF and would be compliant with all other zoning requirements. Any further expansion would
have to be approved by the Board by virtue of the Bylaw. Furthermore, the existing DU will be relocated to benefit a homeowner in need of and eligible for affordable housing.
 12-19
Nantucket Point of View, LLC (Owner); Christopher F. McCausland & Elizabeth J.
McCausland, Trustees, Eleven Lincoln Avenue Trust; Peter McCausland & Bonnie F. McCausland,
Pages 197 - 252 Trustees, Seven Doors Nominee Trust; Peter McCausland & Bonnie F. McCausland, Trustees,
Pug Cottage Nominee Trust (Appellants)
9 Lincoln Avenue
Cohen
Action Deadline July 19, 2019
CONFLICTS: LB
Appellants bring an appeal of a decision by the Building Commissioner, pursuant to Zoning By-law
Sections 139-29.E(1) and 139-31. Specifically, Appellants request that the Zoning Board of Appeals
overturn the determination of the Building Commissioner in his refusal to revoke Building Permit
No. 1868-18 for the construction of a pool at 9 Lincoln Avenue. Appellants had requested such
revocation pursuant to Section139-26.F on the basis that the Building Permit was issued under false
or misrepresented facts, as the application did not disclose that the required Certificate of
Appropriateness (COA No. 71235) was under appeal. Locus is situated at 9 Lincoln Avenue, shown
on Assessor’s Map 30 as Parcel 137, as Lots 3 and 4 upon Land Court Plan 14438-C and upon Land
Court Plan LCP 43204-A. Evidence of owner’s title is registered on Certificate of Title No. 26591 at
the Nantucket County District of the Land Court. The site is zoned Residential One (R-1).
Section 139-29.E(1) reads, in pertinent part:
The Board of Appeals shall have the following powers:
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(a) To hear and decide special permits, and special permits with major site plan review, with those exceptions noted
below in § 139-30A as to which the Planning Board is the special permit granting authority.

Section 139-31.A reads, in pertinent part:
An appeal to the Board of Appeals […] may be taken:
(1) By any person aggrieved by reason of his inability to obtain a permit or enforcement
action from the Building Commissioner [see § 139-25B(1) above], the Zoning Enforcement Officer,
or from any other administrative officer under the provisions of this chapter; or
(2) By the Nantucket Planning and Economic Development Commission or by any person , including an
officer or board of the Town, aggrieved by an order or decision of the Building
Commissioner, Zoning Enforcement Officer, or other administrative official, in violation

of any provision of this chapter or of the Zoning Act of Massachusetts, MGL c. 40A.
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This appeal has been filed by the owners of adjacent properties, abutting to the north of Locus.
They requested that the Building Commissioner revoke Building Permit #1716-18 (there is a typographical error
in the Addendum referencing Bldg. Permit No. 1868-18 which is for an entirely different locus)
issued on 11/16/2018 for a 16’ x 36’ inground pool which had been granted the requisite ConCom approval (Order of Conditions
registered as LC Document 160047) and HDC approval at COA #71235. However, said HDC
approval was itself under appeal by the Appellants. The matter was heard at a Select Board meeting
on 12/12/18 when the appeal was denied by a MAJORITY vote. The SB Decision is on Page 213
of Packet. A Memo from John Hedden to the Select Board, found in the HDC file for Locus, is at
the end of this report.
When the SB denied the appeal, the Appellant filed a civil law suit with the Superior Court against
the owners of Locus, the Select Board, and the HDC pertaining to the garage and the pool. This is a
pending matter. The subject of the appeal to the ZBA is the pool and does not include the garage.
Town Counsel will be providing a Legal Opinion regarding this appeal which will be presented to
the Board prior to the opening of the public hearing. Building Commissioner Murphy will attend
the PH to explain his determination.
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David J. Murphy, Trustee, 262 Polpis Nom. Tr.
262 Polpis Road
Cohen
Action Deadline August 7, 2019
CONFLICTS: NONE KNOWN
Pages 253 - END Applicant is requesting relief by Special Permit pursuant to Zoning By-law Section 139-33.A(1) to
alter a nonconforming use (third dwelling) by demolishing a pre-existing nonconforming third
dwelling and replacing it with a new nonconforming third dwelling. The existing structure is a two
bedroom dwelling with 1,176± SF of ground cover, and the replacement structure is proposed to be
three bedrooms with 1,700± SF of ground cover. The Locus is otherwise conforming to the
provisions of the By-law. Locus is situated at 262 Polpis Road, shown on Assessor’s Map 25 as
Parcel 1, and as Lots 3, 4, and 5 upon Land Court Plan 11931-C. Evidence of owner’s title is
registered on Certificate of Title No. 27117 at the Nantucket County District of the Land Court.
The site is zoned Limit Use General-3 (LUG-3).
This is a request to demolish and replace a 2-BR 1,177 SF third dwelling said to be pre-existing
nonconforming as to use. The larger (3-BR 1,700 SF) replacement DU will be sited in full
compliance with all dimensional requirements.
Relief is sought pursuant to Section 139-33.A(1) :
(1) Preexisting, nonconforming structures or uses may be extended, altered, or changed , provided that:
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket
Massachusetts
508-325-7587 telephone
508-228-7298 facsimile
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(a) The special permit granting authority finds that such extension, alteration, or change shall not be
substantially more detrimental than the existing nonconforming structure and/or
use to the neighborhood. […]
The Locus is a 58± acre parcel which benefits from prior relief (No. 097-99) referenced in the
Addendum. Said Special Permit allowed for a project much larger in scope but with the same type
of relief as is herewith requested. The ZBA, including our current Chair, approved the relief by a
unanimous vote at that time. Ultimately, one of the 4 DUs was eliminated resulting in 3 DUs upon
the premises.
While three DUs are permitted under the by-law which has since been amended, the 3rd DU must
meet the standard of the TERTIARY DWELLING as defined in Section 139-2.A which reads in
pertinent part:
(2) A third dwelling unit located on a lot, including the following options:
(a) A garage apartment not exceeding 650 square feet of gross floor area.
(b) A dwelling unit attached to or within a single-family dwelling, duplex, or an outbuilding or a dwelling
unit attached to a studio or shed. The ground cover of the existing building shall not increase more than
650 square feet and the dwelling unit shall not contain more than 650 square feet of gross floor area.
(c) A detached building containing not more than 650 square feet of ground cover and

not more than 650 square feet of gross floor area.

The Land Court Plan, Certificate of Title face page, and said 1999 Special Permit are at the end of
this report.

IV.
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V.

OTHER BUSINESS (Votes may be taken)
ADJOURNMENT (VOTE WILL BE TAKEN)
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Victor P.HALEY

94 Orange St.

FILE NO. 06-19
SPECIAL PERMIT

Andres J. RECODER & Isabelle
SCHIAVI

22 Bassett Rd.

FILE NO. 09-19
SPECIAL PERMIT
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Warrant Articles
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Real Estate Acquisition
and Conveyance:
Paper Streets
Hollister and West Quaise Roads

Legend
Hollister & West Quaise Roads
Buildings
Parcel Lines

1 inch = 100 feet
Data Sources:
The planimetric data on this mapsheet is based primarily
upon interpretation of April, 2013 aerial photography.
It was compiled to meet the ASPRS Standard for Class I
Map Accuracy for 1"=100' scale maps.
The parcel boundaries are based primarily upon
the Tax Assessor's data through December, 2013.

The data on this mapsheet represents the efforts of the
Town of Nantucket and other cooperating organizations
to record and compile pertinent geographical and related
information utilizing the capabilities of the Nantucket Geographic
Information System (GIS). The GIS staff maintains an ongoing
program to record and correct errors in these data that are brought
to its attention. The Town of Nantucket makes no claims as to the
absolute validity or reliability of these data or their fitness for any
particular use.

Town of Nantucket - GIS Mapsheet

Nantucket governmental agencies will not necessarily approve
applications based soley on GIS data. Applicants for permits and
licenses must inquire of the relevant agency for applicable requiements.
The presence of information of this mapsheet does not necessarily imply
public right-of-way or the right of public access.

December, 2016

Please send identification of any errors
and corresponding corrections to:
GIS Coordinator
Town of Nantucket
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
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NOTES:
1.
PETITION ARTICLES HAVE BEEN PRINTED AS
SUBMITTED BY THE PETITIONERS AND MAY
CONTAIN TYPOGRAPHICAL AND OTHER ERRORS
2.

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED UNDER THE FINANCE
COMMITTEE MOTION, ALL VOTES NEEDED FOR
PASSAGE OF ARTICLES IS A SIMPLE MAJORITY.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE MOTION: Moved not to adopt the Article.
ARTICLE 108
(Real Estate Acquisition: Paper Streets - Hollister and West Quaise Roads)
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to acquire by
purchase, gift or eminent domain the fee or lesser interests in all or any portion of the
following unconstructed rights of way, together with any public and private rights of
passage, for public ways, open space, conveyance and/or general municipal purposes:
•
•

West Quaise Road from the northern sideline of Hollister Road to the southern
sideline of Quaise Road;
Hollister Road from the western sideline of Bassett Road to its terminus.

And to see if the Town will vote to appropriate, borrow pursuant to applicable statute or
transfer from available funds, a sum of money for such purposes.
All as shown on a map entitled “2017 Annual Meeting Warrant Article ___” dated
October 2017 and filed herewith at the Office of the Town Clerk.
Or to take any other action related thereto.

(Lucy Dillon, et al)

FINANCE COMMITTEE MOTION: Moved that the Board of Selectmen is hereby
authorized to acquire by purchase, gift or eminent domain the fee or lesser interests in
all or any portion of the following unconstructed rights of way, together with any public
and private rights of passage, for public ways, open space, conveyance and/or general
municipal purposes:
•
•

West Quaise Road from the northern sideline of Hollister Road to the southern
sideline of Quaise Road;
Hollister Road from the western sideline of Bassett Road to its terminus.

ARTICLE 109
(Real Estate Conveyance: Paper Streets – Hollister and West Quaise Roads)
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell, convey,
or otherwise dispose of the fee or lesser interests in all or any portion of the following
unconstructed rights of way, subject to Chapter 30B of the Massachusetts General Laws
and guidelines established under the “Nantucket Yard Sales Program” on file at the
Board of Selectmen’s office, such disposition to be on any such terms and conditions as
the Board of Selectmen deem appropriate, which may include, the reservation of
easements and restrictions:
•
•

West Quaise Road from the northern sideline of Hollister Road to the southern
sideline of Quaise Road;
Hollister Road from the western sideline of Bassett Road to its terminus.
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All as shown on a map entitled “2017 Annual Town Meeting Warrant Article ___” dated
October 2017 and filed herewith at the Office of the Town Clerk.
Or to take any other action related thereto.

(Lucy Dillon, et al)

FINANCE COMMITTEE MOTION: Moved that the Board of Selectmen is hereby
authorized to sell, convey, or otherwise dispose of the fee or lesser interests in all or any
portion of the following unconstructed rights of way, subject to Chapter 30B of the
Massachusetts General Laws and guidelines established under the “Nantucket Yard
Sales Program” on file at the Board of Selectmen’s office, such disposition to be on any
such terms and conditions as the Board of Selectmen deem appropriate, which may
include, the reservation of easements and restrictions:
•
•

West Quaise Road from the northern sideline of Hollister Road to the southern
sideline of Quaise Road;
Hollister Road from the western sideline of Bassett Road to its terminus.

ARTICLE 110
(Real Estate Acquisition: Unnamed Private Ways off Low Beach Road, Sconset)
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to acquire by
purchase, gift or eminent domain, for general municipal purposes and for the purpose of
conveyance of the fee title or lesser interests, together with any public or private rights
of passage, in all or any portions of the unnamed private ways off Low Beach Road,
Siasconset, shown upon a “Plan of Rule Lot at South End of ‘Sconset” by R. N. Allen,
Surveyor, recorded with the Nantucket Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 4, Page 7, and
lying adjacent to or within the lands situated at and known as 54 Morey Lane, 1 Low
Beach Road, 3 Low Beach Road, 11 Low Beach Road, 13 Low Beach Road, 15 Low
Beach Road and 17 Low Beach Road (Assessor’s Parcels 73.3.2-54, 73.3.2-27, 73.3.229, 73.3.2-34, 74-45, 74-84 and 74-85, respectively); or to take any other action related
thereto.

(Arthur I. Reade, Jr., et al)

FINANCE COMMITTEE MOTION: Moved that the Board of Selectmen is hereby
authorized to acquire by purchase, gift or eminent domain, for general municipal
purposes and for the purpose of conveyance of the fee title or lesser interests, together
with any public or private rights of passage, in all or any portions of the unnamed private
ways off Low Beach Road, Siasconset, shown upon a “Plan of Rule Lot at South End of
‘Sconset” by R. N. Allen, Surveyor, recorded with the Nantucket Registry of Deeds in
Plan Book 4, Page 7, and lying adjacent to or within the lands situated at and known as
54 Morey Lane, 1 Low Beach Road, 3 Low Beach Road, 11 Low Beach Road, 13 Low
Beach Road, 15 Low Beach Road and 17 Low Beach Road (Assessor’s Parcels 73.3.254, 73.3.2-27, 73.3.2-29, 73.3.2-34, 74-45, 74-84 and 74-85, respectively).
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ROCK D. GONNELLA, TRUSTEE,
NORTH NOMINEE TRUST

73 Easton St.

FILE NO. 10-19
VARIANCE

OWNER : Nantucket Point of View, LLC
A PPELLANTS :

&

• Christopher F. & Elizabeth J. MCCAUSLAND,
Trustees, Eleven Lincoln Avenue Trust;
• Peter & Bonnie F. MCCAUSLAND, Trustees,
Seven Doors Nominee Trust & Pug Cottage
Nominee Trust

9 Lincoln Avenue

FILE NO. 12-19
APPEAL

DAVID J. MURPHY, TRUSTEE,
262 POLPIS NOMINEE TRUST

262 Polpis Rd.

FILE NO. 13-19
SPECIAL PERMIT

